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ABSTRACT

A coupled air-ice-ocean theoretical model for the marginal ice zone (MIZ) is 
developed and used to show that an off-ice and divergent wind field not only 
produces a dilation of the MIZ (as is generally thought), but also generates a 
compaction of MIZ for some circumstances. An ice divergence-convergence 
criterion in the MIZ is found and used to help explain some features, such as ice 
edge bands, and the formation and maintenance of polynyas and leads.

The model contains three parts: a thermally forced boundary layer air flow, a 
mechanically driven ice drift, and a reduced gravity ocean. The three 
components are linked through the surface temperature gradient and various 
interfacial stresses. Model results show that in the MIZ, a thermally generated 
surface wind blowing from ice to water (ice breeze) is generally divergent over 
ice owing to the maximum surface temperature gradient located at the ice edge. 
Such divergent local winds can make the ice flow either divergent or 
convergent depending on the properties of ice and water underneath. For thin ice and a relatively deep surface water 
layer, the ice turning angle (angle between the direction of surface wind and ice flow) is small and the ice flow is 
divergent. In contrast, for thick ice and a relatively shallow surface water layer, the turning angle is large and the ice 
flow is convergent.
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